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Happy First day at School! 

 
My First Day at School !!  
See me walk 
See me run 
It’s my first day at school full of  fun. 
See me smile 
See me laugh Goes up, till the sky my happiness graph. 
 
There’s no better feeling for our Kindergarteners than walking  into the 
classroom on the first day of school with a beaming  smile on their faces 
.The children were  delighted to experience the new environment and make 
new friends.  Our teachers & staff ensured that every child was made to 
feel nurtured , loved and safe in the conducive environment .  The children 
got to play, draw, colour, sing songs and do many other  activities together 
. They were also delighted to pose for the photographs at the special 
selfie corners! The young learners played various other interesting games , 
listened to stories and also got to know one another. Here’s to many more 
such Fabulous,  

Happening Days Together !!! 



The butterfly is a flying flower,  The flower a tethered butterfly. 
Our little toddlers of LKG enjoyed celebrating butterfly day . 

Just like butterfly has wings our little toddlers gave wings to 
their imagination Children coloured butterfly beautifully with 

different colours and show cased their creativity. It also 
developed their fine motor skills. The story of a butterfly made 

them very excited as they were surprised to know how an 
crawling Caterpillar transforms in flying butterfly  .This 

developed their listening skills and observation. It also helped 
them to learn about numbers and development of  vocabulary . 

They had a very good time by singing butterfly rhyme. FLAP FLAP 
FLAP The day was well spent playing, laughing and being together.  

Butterfly  Day 



LET SOLVE 

 

Colours of happiness and joy  are the most 
beautiful colours of life!✨ Puzzle activities makes 
learning fun for kids. Our tiny tots  of LKG 
performed a fun filled activity in which they sorted 
the puzzles according to their shapes , numbers 
and colours. They counted the number 
1✨⃣2✨⃣3✨⃣4✨⃣5✨⃣   of blocks and placed them 
correctly. This activity helped children develop 
visual sensory skills through recognition of colour, 
shape, number, as well as fine motor skills. 



 

No one is too old for Stories  On our TELL A TALE Day 
UKG teachers narrated a story “The Cap Seller and The 
Monkeys“ to our curious listeners.  Later on, our tiny 
tots did the enactment of this story followed by a 
craft activity. Stories play a vital role in the growth 
and development of the children.  They are also a great 
way to introduce new words and ideas into a child's 
language as it boosts listening and speaking skills. The 
great thing about learning through stories is that the 
process is done in a natural way and craft activity too. 
Indeed, it was an immense pleasure to watch our little 
ones delving deep into the  inseparable  part of the 
learning process, communication and social 
interactions. . 

Tell A Tale Day 



 

It's not magic that takes us to another world, it's 
Storytelling! Story Narration One of the most famous 
stories The ant  and the grasshopper was narrated to the 
little ones of L.K.G using hand puppets and cut-outs which 
constituted an interesting part of the activity. The little 
wonders were delighted to know that they can learn so many 
good things from the characters of the story like the lazy 
grasshopper or the hardworking ant . The take aways from 
the story , were the life skills like to work  hard and to help 
others, which they are sure to incorporate in their lives. The 
tiny tots enjoyed being transported in a different world while 
listening to the story. It was indeed a fun filled session as  
they recalled different objects and animals. It helped them in 
developing dramatic and listening skills 

STORY TIME 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DAYTeach English, Read English, or Learn 
English. 23rd April is not just the birthday of William 
Shakespeare, but it is also a day of language. With a firm belief 
in  ' Knowledge of a language is a doorway to wisdom" ,the 
little ones of Westwind Kindergarten  celebrated  English 
Language Day with fun and fervour. Multiple activities related to 
the language like -  Language Parade  Introduction of  letters and 
their sounds -Vowels and CVC words, Poem Recitation - were 
held on the day. The celebration was both fun-filled and 
informative due to active participation and interaction between 
lively students and accomplished teachers. The objective of the 
school was to foster the idea that, " Language shapes the way 
we think and determines what we can think about " 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE DAY 



 

The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics. A 
number game  1⃣2⃣3⃣   was  conducted for Grade 1 students at 
Bal Bhawan school . The game was designed to enhance the 
students' numeracy skills improve their ability to recognize 
and read number and number names and reinforce their 
understanding of basic mathematical concepts. Their eye hand 
coordination and gross motor skills were developed  by 
throwing  the ball  through the ring⭕ The students showed 
great enthusiasm and excitement during the game and they 
actively participated in the activity.  

FUN TIME WITH 
NUMBERS 



 

A child's  first day handprint activity in  Nursery  is 
a special memory that he/she will always cherish. It 

marks the beginning of a child's journey into 
learning skills as well as socialization  with their 

peers. Our little toddlers of Nursery enjoyed hand-
printing activity at school on 5th of April 2023. 

They dipped  their hands in various colourful paints  
and imprinted their palms on a chart paper.  

PALM PRINTING 



 

Health is the only wealth that we all want to earn it. 

  WORLD HEALTH DAY is celebrated every year on  7th April 
to  emphasize the need to lead a healthy and fulfilling life.  
Little toddlers of  WESTWIND KINDERGARTEN were 
sensitized to remain healthy by eating nutritious food, fruits 
and vegetables. They learnt all about  how to, brush teeth 
properly, Eating  healthy food . cleanliness  and hygiene.  

WORLD HEALTH DAY 



 

As a child, we learn what we see. Our tiny tot, are 
observing and learning through visualisation  from the 
moment they are born. When it comes to teaching our 
little wonders about opposites and mathematical ideas, 
the first place we start is by teaching them the difference  
between large and small. Among the various activities 
conducted to explain the concept was a very unique 
classroom activity where our  Nursery kids printed leaves 
of different sizes, that helped them understand the sizes 
big and small in a clearer manner. They  understood the 
concept well and also learned how  to differentiate between 
objects by using their sense organs. They enjoyed doing 
this activity with an artist's approach which involved a lot 
of creativity and some problem solving skills, too!! 

Observe & Learn Activity 



  

Numbers are cool Little munchkins of LKG were  
overjoyed performing Dicey Numbers activity in which 
they made use of a big dice . With great pleasure they 
counted the numbers 8✨ ⃣9✨ ⃣   in sequence and then did a 
lot of jumping activity. This activity enhanced counting 
skills, numeracy skills and gross motor skills too ! It 
was full of  surprise moments. The kids were very 
curious as they guessed and predicted  numbers they 
were going to get. It was a joyful activity for our future 
Mathematicians . 

Dicey Numbers activity 



 'Let's bloom together' 

Look in the mirror ,      

what do you see        

It's someone special       

Look it's me.... 

"Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom“. Starting a 
new school year with an 'All About Me' project is a popular 
learning strategy. It helps children to explore different aspects 
of themselves in a fun way and embrace themselves for who 
they are. Our toddlers  of Nursery performed  'Let's bloom 
together' activity on 18th April 2023. The apt  use of  their 
individual photographs was instrumental in knowing   each other. 
This activity helped students to gain confidence, create a 
classroom community and develop positive relationships 
amongst themselves. They were delighted while doing the 
activity. 

All About Me Activity 



 

Kids learn best when they don't know that they 
are learning. That is why it makes sense to use 
fun, age appropriate games and activities to 
create awareness of body parts and to build 
their vocabulary. This is our first step towards 
the knowledge of body parts. Our munchkins of 
nursery performed " BODY BINGO ACTIVITY.   
In this activity they made use of different cut 
outs of body parts⭕ . It helped them  develop 
a sense of body awareness. The activity was 
held under the guidance of nursery teachers. 
Children  participated eagerly and were over 
joyed while doing this activity. It helped them 
acquire skills while doing gross and fine motor 
skills activities too.     

Body Bingo Activity 



 

 Eyes , ears , nose , tongue and skin are specialized organs called 
Sense Organs that help to perceive the world around us. These 
Sense organs  are an integral part of our lives and it is the only 
way that enables us to perceive the environment. To understand 
these organs and the senses that  they provide Grade -1 had 
organised sensory booth activity for the young minds . ..  
Students explored different booths that gave them the thrill of 
hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling and looking different objects .. 
The activity amazed the kids as well as left a great impact on their 
young minds .. 

Sense 
Booth 
Activity 



  

Hands on activities give children a chance to practice what they are 
learning. Sense stimulation is the best way of enhancing a learning 
experience and is the true spirit of providing hands-on learning 
experiences to children. ‘Sense Booth Activity’ was organized on 15th 
April'23 for the children of UKG. The set up incorporated activities to 
stimulate all the five senses, which are Sense of Sight, Sense of Smell, 
Sense of Hearing, Sense of Taste and Sense of Touch, where children got 
an opportunity to play, learn and discover in a way that is exciting, hands-
on and developmentally appropriate! They enriched themselves by 
observing different displays using their different senses. They saw a 
variety of visual aids. This hands-on experience was made easier than ever 
because each booth was packed with props gave learners an opportunity 
for concrete learning of each sense organ.  

Sense Booth Activity 



Suzy Circle  Big and round 
All I do is Roll around! Which is the one 

shape that is different from all the others? 
The circle!  

A circle  is not only an interesting shape 
but also extraordinary. Introducing 

children to shapes, especially circles , can 
be quite exciting and delightful at the 
same time.  Our little munchkins of 

Westwind Kindergarten did tear and paste 
activity to learn  the shape circle. . This 

simple activity    helped children develop 
skills like, hand  strength, hand -eye  
coordination, precision and  refined 
movements. It was apt to generate 

interest in them. Our Nursery kids were 
very happy and enjoyed doing  the activity 

to the fullest. 

Tear & Paste Activity 



 Let's Huddle and Waddle with Webby Toes.  

  The little ones of Westwind Kindergarten celebrated 
World Penguin Day on 25th April'23 , to raise  
awareness about the conservation and protection of 
penguins and their habitats. Our little ones were 
elated and awestruck to see these flightless birds 
that were put up by the teachers . The kids 
participated in colouring, tearing & pasting and 
various other  activities during the day. World Penguin 
Day is a day to appreciate and learn more about these 
unique and adorable   creatures that are loved by 
people all over the world. The students enjoyed  the 
different related activities  and were super happy to 
know more about  the penguins. The awareness day 
ended with children waddling  and swaying to a penguin 
dance. 

Penguin Day Activity 



Penguin Day Activity 



Yellow is the perceived colour of sunshine. It is associated with joy,                                
happiness, intellect and energy with an objective to recapitulate and 
reinforce the effects of yellow colour, Yellow Day & Summer Break Party 
was organised for the children of Westwind Kindergarten on 28th 
April'23 i.e Friday. Cheerful Children attired in yellow outfits were 
sparkling with optimism, enlightenment and happiness. They wore 
caps, hats and donned cool sunglasses. They  brought edible food items 
of yellow colour such as bananas🍌 , jelly, poha, sweet corn, dhoklas, 
mangoes, pineapple slices and juices of yellow colour. To make the day 
enjoyable and joyful,  there was dance performancewhere 
 the little ones  participated enthusiastically and rocked  
the stage. They also enjoyed various fun-filled 
                                                                 arts & craft activities. 








